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Control systems flanimals project: Pupils will be designing and making a programmable toy monster 

based around the Rikki Gervais books Flanimals 

What knowledge and understanding will be gained this term? 

 Development of independent research skills 

 Development of design skills 

 Understanding of CAD through 2d design  

 Understanding of CAM through use of the laser cutter 

 Knowledge on how to solder and understand what each electrical component does. 

 Understanding of flowcharts 

 Know how to produce a programme 

 

What skills will be acquired and developed this term? 

 They will be able to solder neatly and accurately  

 They will develop skills on 2d design CAD for use on the laser cutter 

 They will be able to use the laser cutter 

 They will be able to put together a viable programme on pixaxe editor, understanding how to 
correct mistakes and download onto the microchip 

 They will develop their ability to evaluate what they have done, so they can make modifications 
and improvements   

 

What will be the Key Assessment(s) during this term? 

 Their ability to develop creative designs 

 Their ability to use CAD and CAM accurately  

 Their ability to solder neatly and correctly, with the ability to realise mistakes and resolve them  

 Their ability to create a workable and complex programme using the flowchart in picaxe editor  

 Their ability to work independently resolving issues as they arise. 

 

How can you help?  

 Check that your child understands the nature and the purpose of their preparation for learning tasks before 
they attempt them. 

 Check their preparation for learning task once it is completed and encourage them to correct any spelling, 
punctuation and grammar mistakes.  

 Encourage and support them to use CAD and the programming software at home or after school in the 
library (this will be part of two prep task but your child can continue to develop their skills using this software 
thereafter). 

Quiz them on their knowledge of electronic components, they will be assessed on this and have the opportunity to 
go back to the assessment to improve their understanding. 

 

Supportive Websites/resources 

Websites 

        The Year 8 Design and Technology Curriculum 

Control Systems 13 Weeks 
 

 



 http://www.rickygervais.com/flanimals.php – An excellent website for the context that they will be immersed 

in before they create their own design 

 http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/systemscontrol/ – A guide to Systems and Control, 

usefull for the students understanding of The Systems Approach 

Study aids 
 Students may wish to visit Maplin electronics and look at the kits and parts available, these can be built at 

home and have a wide variety of uses. 

Ways to encourage enthusiasm and interest in the subject  

 Visit the Science Museum, London’s Design Museum 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


